
GELS, GELS, GELS!
New Star Pro UV hard gels!

Stilettos are not just for wearing as a shoe style anymore. The trend has reached an all time high- literally, creating 
pinnacle, points of magic right at your fingertips. This evolving style of hard gel stilettos is sweeping through Europe as 
a traditional style for gel users. These fashion worthy nails are starting to surface amongst some of the leading trade 
magazines in the United States giving Star Pro the power it needs to provide great foundation work for some of your 
most avant-garde styled clients!  

In addition to the stiletto nails, the hard gels make for a perfect base for soak off gels evoking a quick and easy natural 
nail over lay. Changing gel polish is a breeze with a hard gel base. Just buff away the color and change your client’s 
color. Protect and maintain your clients natural nails with a hard gel alternative to the soak off gel craze. The natural nail 
overlay is recommended for thin, week nails giving them the strength to support the soak off gels, polish (for a longer 
lasting manicure with less chipping or cracking) or nail art. The U.V. gels help with the growth of natural nails and 
protect them while promoting healthy regeneration of new nail cells.

The Gels are a UV enhanced system. The Star Pro Gels are odor free, so there is no fume, which in turn creates a 
healthier work environment for you and your client. The Gels have self-leveling properties so there is less filing, easy 
application and with a little practice, technicians can expand the range of services they offer. Get to know the Star Pro 
Brand of products in the new sleek packaging at Cosmoprof locations. 
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